CALLING ALL CREATIVES!

We are seeking your contributions to Conspiracy News! Formats solicited include but are not limited to: recipes, poems, cover photos or original art, personal essays, and reported stories.

GUIDELINES

1. Consider a broad audience—each reader is engaged in an individual journey of health and wellness.
2. We are inspired by human stories. Consider sharing a personal essay or reporting on a person doing important work in our community.
3. Stories that best fit Conspiracy News are those rooted in the potential for future growth or sustainable development in our community. We love stories that ask what’s possible.

THEMES & DEADLINES

July/August – Theme is Monsoon. **Deadline: June 1**

September/October - Theme is Cooperation. **Deadline: August 1**

November/December - Theme TBD. **Deadline: October 1**

CONTACT

The Editor at newsletter@foodconspiracy.coop. We are also growing the newsletter! If you have a service or offering and you would like to advertise, contact us for rates.